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Thought For The Week: The tyrannical Trudeau administration’s grab for power has not gone away, but simply given the silent treatment while the Ukraine military action is allowed to fill the headlines. This provides the world government with some relief as they regroup to plan the next surge of events to mesmerise the masses. The speed of Putin’s response with invasion to divert attention away from the Canadian trucker’s resistance against Trudeau’s political clumsiness illustrates how world government can spin on a dime when necessary. The monopoly owned and controlled box and media keep the world hypnotised while events move forward to their end objective of the world slave state. Confiscation of assets and seizing of bank accounts by a ‘tyrannical government and an indemnified bank’ slips into the silence of the abyss as those many hypnotized eyes are drawn away towards more entertainment, with little thought of the impending peril. We live in an age of massive misinformation - propaganda. It starts with the box and continues through schooling and higher education, including seminaries to the point where black is white, and truth is of little interest or concern, even in the highest courts of every land.

USA, who along with Britain, refused to recognise nor enforce the Minsk Agreement which would have ensured safety of those Russian speaking civilians in the Donbass region in eastern Ukraine, are now both relishing the military manoeuvres by Russia to appease rising internal dissent within their own nations towards the massive increases in the price of domestic energy and continuing covid restrictions. Russian military action is now the justification (domestically) for hyperinflation, and ready excuses for continued lockstep/lockdowns. Deciphering this psyop narrative is supported by inaction of any sanctions towards Russia over the Swift payment system. Even the narrative of halting the final certification of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline won't hold up to scrutiny when Europe starts feeling the next winter's cold. Keeping the pipeline stalled at ‘certification’ directly benefits the profits of the hydrocarbon industry. Once the public is accustomed to these higher energy prices, I have little doubt the Nord Stream 2 pipeline will be certified.


The Ukraine is geo-political-theatre to take our eyes away from our own domestic issues of hyper-inflation and rising dissent against covid tyranny. The unfortunate Ukrainian people are considered acceptable collateral damage of policy pursued by other means.

Canada: Can Parliament Deconstruct Limited Constitutional Democracy?

The salient points coming from the aftermath of the Canadian truckers’ convoy, are that those ‘emergency powers’ exercised by the Province of Ontario and the Canadian Federal government, whilst both entities have rescinded those powers, certain legal tools utilised during the ‘declared emergency’ will be transcribed into everyday legislative instruments. Canada can quickly move from a supposed free and democratic nation into a tyranny by invoking these same Acts again and again whenever the government/s of that day see fit. Our own Victoria and West Australia governments are not far behind, as are most Australia states and Territories.

Executive Decree Without Parliament

Most obvious in Australia has been our combined Leaders (national cabinet) issuing decrees without parliamentary over-site nor debate. The Executive/s have not been held to account within the Parliament/s.
Every Representative is guilty of failing to uphold their primary duty as Representative. This undoes all our common law rights and freedoms (extracted from reluctant tyrants across millennia). This model of arbitrary decree is now repeated across all three levels of our governments: federal, state and local. **Rex Lex** is latin for the ‘king as law’. We have devolved, from representative democracy, to supremacy of parliament, to now supremacy of leadership. 

**Weaponising of the Banking System**

The identification of donors to the crowd-funding campaigns supporting the Canadian truckers, with subsequent bank account freezing and insurance cancellation is part of the Chinese surveillance state and will not be relinquished easily, as will also the bank indemnity for any of those actions taken (similar to big-pharma indemnity towards the jabs). Once seized, these unaccountable surveillance and punishment powers are very difficult for future generations to rescind.

Looking back to this financial pressure being exercised over individuals or corporations, I realised this *modus operandi* has been repeated many times across my lifetime. The teachers' colleges and universities were being actively ‘populated’ with professors holding a foreign philosophy - dialectical-materialism, or humanism which found its most ready expression within cultural-Marxism.

In the late 1960s socialist-programmed teachers were entering the workforce. My highschool history teacher - declared socialist, was utilising cut-and-paste project assignments as the method of education about the Sino-Japanese war. Who remembers and who cares? This ‘plastic’ education model was stealing my inheritance to learn of and be inspired by the marvellous achievements of the English-speaking peoples and their inordinate influence over the expansion of freedoms across the world, especially Australia. This marvellous inheritance, centred around the expressions of the Christian philosophy, was being deliberately withheld due to political appointments within the education bureaucracy and subversion by foreign agents within political parties who made these professorial appointments.

The appointments back then of communist injected professors mortally compromised our own culture to where we now are experiencing the death convulsions. Equally, those professors who held out against this Marxist injection into our education system were side-lined; financially blackmailed to either toe the politically correct line rather than cultural, scientific and historical facts and truth, or face job loss.

Cultural Marxism is a power movement, survival of the fittest. Whilst in 1859 Charles Darwin theorised *On the Origin of Species* by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life; Karl Marx and Fredrich Engels in 1848 were likewise theorised their *Communist Manifesto*. Darwin’s work was quickly grafted on to Marxism as the validating explanation of Marx’s theories (which were not original. read Antecedents of Communism here: https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Antecedents_of_Communism.pdf).

Professors were side-lined if their political views were not aligned regardless of scholarship, truth or science. This side-lining had already occurred in medical training facilities that had aligned with the Johns Hopkins’ and John D. Rockefeller’s model of big-pharma - industry controlling-by-sponsorship education for their own purposes. Our BOM, CSIRO, TGA are all a reflection of vested and sponsored interest to the point where each new pronouncement is orientated towards propaganda, against inductive-theory and scientifically-sound research

Controversial Queensland scientist Peter Ridd has lost a High Court battle against JCU dismissal https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-10-13/qld-controversial-queensland-academic-court-battle-jcu/100534402

...On social media Dr Ridd thanked his supporters who had donated $1.5 million towards his legal battle with JCU.

"We lost, in my opinion, because JCU’s work contract, under which I was employed, effectively kills academic freedom of speech – and the contract is effectively the law," Dr Ridd said.

"JCU’s actions were technically legal. "But it was, in my opinion, never right, proper, decent, moral or in line with public expectations of how a university should behave."...

Our universities lost their way long ago as is reinforced by James Cook University's suppression of scientific rigour in favour of marketing the false science (propaganda) over the Barrier Reef ill-health to promote the now ‘disproved in law' theory of AGW anthropogenic global warming. Our government recently allocated nearly $1 Billion of taxpayer sponsorship towards the reef in order to ensure sufficient propaganda studies are fully funded to keep this AGW ruse going into the future.

Truth is no defence says our highest court, only an EBA enterprise bargaining agreement - contract law being above scientific truth and rigour. Without AGW there is no climate emergency. The climate ruse is up.

I know that two car manufacturers, one steel plant supplying the resident shipbuilding plant, with associated iron ore mines, coal production and power generation, one whitgoods plant, with all the ancillary industries as offshoots of these, have all gone from South Australia in the past 50 years. We are a retirement village supported by a never-ending supply of government subsidy based on a tax base that does not exist. Government (our) debt is now to the tune of $1Trillion AUD and rising with no end in sight while all our industrial self-reliance has already been deconstructed as part of what can only
be described as world government policy - *aka* Fourth Industrial Revolution unfolding script. Any political situation like the Ukraine that calls upon our own resourcefulness to manage, we are unable to do so. The liberal and labor coalitions supported this Lima (de-industrialisation) Declaration issued from the UN.

Bill Gates admits that Omnicron provides higher levels of immunity than vaccines. Building from this admission, the actual death numbers across the preceding two years are well within normal trends. The covid ruse is up, and no doubt there will be yet another variant or urgent situational needed to reimpose tyranny across the world.

“Among all the vaccines I have known in my life (diphtheria, tetanus, measles, rubella, chickenpox, hepatitis, meningitis and tuberculosis, influenza and pneumonia), I have never seen a vaccine that forced me to wear a mask and maintain my social distance, even when you are fully vaccinated. I have never heard of a vaccine that spreads the virus even after vaccination. I have never heard of rewards, discounts, incentives to get vaccinated. I never saw discrimination for those who didn’t.

If you haven’t been vaccinated, no one has tried to make you feel like a bad person. I have never seen a vaccine that threatens the relationship between family, colleagues, and friends. I have never seen a vaccine used to threaten livelihoods, work, or school. I have never seen a vaccine that would allow a 12 year old to override parental consent. After all the vaccines I listed above, I have never seen a vaccine like this one which discriminates, divides, and judges society as it is. And as the social fabric tightens……it’s a powerful vaccine. ‘She does all these things except IMMUNISATION.’ If we still need a booster dose after we are fully vaccinated, and we still need to get a negative test after we are fully vaccinated, and we still need to wear a mask after we are fully vaccinated, and still be hospitalised after we have been fully vaccinated, then it’s time for us to admit that we’ve been completely deceived.” Adelaide East Herald 10/2/22

**Pasteur vs Béchamp: The Germ Theory Debate:**


- Louis Pasteur’s “germ theory of disease” remains the basis of Western medicine, considering that disease is caused by specific micro-organisms that invade the body from outside.
- Antoine Béchamp believed instead that illness stems from an unhealthy system that triggered changes in minute particles of the body that lead to dis-ease (adj).
- Western medicine has fully embraced germ theory and its dependence on drugs to treat symptoms, effectively minimizing the importance of nutritious food, fresh air, hygiene and sanitation.

**South Australian State Election**

With the election only three weeks out, I note the precarious position the existing Premier finds himself. This cannot be unexpected considering the convulsions we have experienced in the preceding two years. I personally hold no malice towards him as another human being. However, he alongside his government must be held accountable for the financial and political carnage they have fostered and allowed to be created.

*And many that are first, shall be last: and the last shall be first. Matt. 19:30*

The more I think over the ‘voting last’ option the more attractive and effective it appears. The conservative and labor coalitions work together as we see mirrored with the east and west leaders over the Ukraine: good-cop bad-cop scenario repeated again and again.

By placing ‘he who would be first’ last, you simultaneously clean out a soiled administration and also filter out the most ruthless and opportunistic from the Parliament. The ‘voting last’ strategy appears more attractive and effective each day I take another look.

By considering an ‘alternative source’ of representative rather than from the conservative and labor coalitions, again provides an opportunity to rotate the soiled administration. This consideration can be effectively worked through further by the order of the preferences on your voting slip. I offer no ‘how to vote’ opinions, but rather hope that prior consideration as to how you shall vote will be given in this critical time of our history.

**Political Bribes**

Following a ‘how to vote card’, I feel, is at best an ill thought through donkey vote and far from being responsible, but possibly destructive towards our shared future. Being offered a bribe ‘at the expense of your neighbour’, is how they both have managed to divide and redirect us towards bigger and bigger government. We can do so much better than that and send the criminal-party-gangs to the bleachers where they belong.

**Electoral Integrity**

Registering as scrutineer, which does not require the jab, offers some indicative resistance against polling-booth fraud. H.S. Chapman Society produced several excellent books authored by Amy McGrath which illustrated the many and varied unaccountable options available for voter fraud to occur, of which several politicians have been known to investigate. No change to this rort has been initiated by differing governments as the benefits of turning away are generally greater.

The electoral roll administered by the Australian Electoral Commission, is usually shackled financially by the incumbent government / treasury and will rarely be scrutinised adequately prior to an election.

Individuals who may have voted multiple times across the polling day are increasingly difficult to prosecute due to the voter ID blind spot all political party’s support by their inaction. A denial by the accused is sufficient to stop
any real investigation. Governments may stand or fall by a handful of votes, so fraud can affect the final result.

As USA is repeatedly experiencing, the existing practice of political-party-supported voter fraud is massive and integrity of the ballot system is attacked from multiple fronts to achieve quite sinister results against the expressed will of the electorates. The postal-vote-mechanism appears to be the most vulnerable to fraud and possibly a watermark across the ballot paper would be somewhat more difficult to produce quickly, so does offer some relief. This has yet to be utilised to my knowledge. It must be understood this fraud has continued to occur while we also sat idly by and did nothing ourselves. This is as much our own fault for complacently putting our faith in political parties, as it is equally their fault had they opportunistically exploited these available frauds to alter the final result.

**Voter Memory Like A Goldfish**

Scanning the news and information channels from around the world everyday does not necessarily produce an accurate picture of actual political events, but rather "only an approximation". Events may reveal themselves across time and an obscure fact may only surface after many years. The scandalous behaviour of sex addict, womanizer and foreign spy of former PM Bob Hawke now surfaces, yet the media and the many woman’s associations within that political movement would have been well aware of this and yet chose to remain silent as a political expediency to further their own agenda. Censorship, by the media or anyone else, is as much a problem as misinformation. The many church paedophile scandals are another example of more damage being done by suppression, rather than exposure to the light. The Trudeau administration’s grab for tyrannical power has not gone away, but simply given the silent treatment while the Ukraine military action is allowed to fill the headlines. This provides the world government with some relief as they regroup to plan the next surge of events to mesmerise the masses.

The speed of Putin’s response with invasion to divert attention away from the Canadian trucker’s resistance against Trudeau’s political clumsiness, and the rolling effect across other nations, illustrates how world government can spin on a dime when necessary. The Trudeau administration’s move to further their own agenda, is the policy failure that has led us to a potential world war III to usher in world government. The counter to this is personal responsibility; to make as many of your own medical and personal choices as is possible. Safe Government is Small Government

The fraudulent financial system, managed and manipulated by unscrupulous people has been the 'ring of power to bind them all' that has brought the world to this current philosophical climax. In this age of automation, advanced control and robotics we could easily live in material security and abundance should we so choose. Obsolescence and redundancy could easily be designed out of inferior products if each was produced to last, if not a single lifetime, better still for many lifetimes.

**Faith As A Mustard Seed**

Do we have the heart to take this "civilisational step of faith" as a mustard seed, that this mountain of political power and intrigue shall be picked up and thrown into the sea? Future generations will look back intensely on our answer or indifference to this eternal philosophical question of ‘who is it then that you shall serve’? No man can serve two masters. For either he will hate the one, and love the other: or he will sustain the one, and despise the other. You cannot serve God and mammon.

---

**The Scouring of the Shire**

In the final chapter of *Lord of The Rings* by JRR Tolkien, Frodo and his band of merry hobbits return to the shire after having defeated 'Sauron and the Ring' to find other tyrants Saruman and Wormtongue, not only alive, but brutalising their place of sanctity, the shire. The hobbits must fight to again clear out another tyranny.

As individual people, we cannot operate in the realm of these superpowers 'over Ukraine as a manipulatable plaything', but must accept what personal responsibility we can, to operate at a level in which we can be effective. That area is the local community or shire if you like. What can we do here? becomes : what we must do if we are to regain our ancient freedoms and rights.

Trudeau is not the exception but the rule of all tyrants throughout history. If the individual will not accept personal responsibility to rule their own life, others will quickly take up that vacuum to rule over them. The welfare state, immersed within our nationalised medical system, is the policy failure that has led us to a potential world war III to usher in world government. The counter to this is personal responsibility; to make as many of your own medical and personal choices as is possible.

---
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